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Experimental evidence of chaotic behavior in the dynamic diffraction
pattern of a dye doped nematic film
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We report on the experimental observation of chaotic behavior in the diffraction pattern of a homeotropically aligned nematic mixture. The
heating effect of a linearly polarized laser beam induces the formation of an isotropic droplet at the centre of the beam. The joint action of the
beam with a superimposed low frequency electric AC field produce a complex dynamics of the diffraction pattern. It undergoes a sequence
of dynamical regimes occurring for well-defined threshold values of the beam’s power, and the frequency and amplitude of the AC field.
We measure a time series of intensity vs. time for a fixed location in the pattern. By using the algorithm of Wolf et al [1] we determine the
largest non-negative Lyapunov exponent λ1 directly from the experimental time series, rather than analyzing the equations of motion of the
system. The determined values of λ1 indicate chaotic behavior of the diffraction pattern for the unstable regime. The analysis of the time
series suggests that the system follows a route to chaos through period doubling. Furthermore, from the calculated values of the correlation
dimension, it was possible to identify this behavior as deterministic chaos.

Keywords: Chaos; liquid crystals; diffraction; thermal effects.

Se reportan observaciones experimentales sobre el comportamiento caótico del patrón de difracción de una pelı́cula que contiene una mezcla
nemática alineada homeotrópicamente. El efecto de calentamiento producido por un haz láser polarizado linealmente induce la formación
de una fase isotrópica en la región central del patrón. La acción conjunta del haz con un campo eléctrico AC de baja frecuencia produce
un patrón de difracción que exhibe una dinámica compleja. Experimenta una secuencia de regı́menes dinámicos que ocurren para valores
umbrales de la potencia del haz y de la frecuencia y amplitud del campo AC. Se mide una serie de tiempos para la intensidad como función
del tiempo para una posición fija en el patrón. Directamente de esta serie y utilizando el algoritmo de Wolf et al, se determina el máximo
coeficiente de Lyapunov no negativo, en vez de hacerlo a partir de las ecuaciones de movimiento del sistema. Los valores ası́ determinados
indican un comportamiento caótico en el patrón de difracción para el régimen más inestable. El análisis de la serie de tiempo también sugiere
que el sistema sigue una ruta al caos a través de un doblamiento de perı́odos. De los valores calculados para la dimensión de correlación es
posible identificar éste comportamiento como caos determinista.

Descriptores: Caos; cristales lı́quidos; difracción; efectos térmicos.

PACS: 05.45.-a; 05.45.Tp; 05.45.Ac; 61.30.Gd; 42.65.Sf

1. Introduction

Owing to the anisotropic nature of liquid crystals, their local
optical properties are determined by the orientation of the di-
rector. However, since this orientation is influenced by exter-
nal electric fields, an intense light wave propagating through
a nematic liquid crystal (NLC) may alter its optical prop-
erties and may induce a variety of optical responses. For a
pure nematic there has been a considerable amount of exper-
imental and theoretical interest in the behavior of the beam’s
polarization in the far field, produced by a thin nematic film
as a function of the input beam’s power [2–4]. Irregular mo-
tion of the director has also been reported [5, 6] and stud-
ied experimentally [7, 8]. Furthermore, since the response
of the system was greatly enhanced by the addition of small
amounts of dichroic dyes [9], the propagation of an ellipti-
cally polarized laser beam in a nematic film led the system
through various dynamical regimes such as torsional oscilla-

tions, nutation with precesion and others [10]. More recently,
a set of ordinary differential equations for the motion of the
director have been proposed and computer simulations show
that complex and chaotic dynamics of the director may ap-
pear [11].

However, in all these experiments the only electric field
acting on the NLC was the polarization of the elctromag-
netic wave and the diffraction pattern was not always stud-
ied. We have recently reported on the observation of vari-
ous photoinduced rotational regimes of the diffraction pat-
tern of a doped nematic film under the combined action of
a linearly polarized laser beam and a superimposed low fre-
quency electric AC field [12]. We found experimental evi-
dence for the existence of an isotropic droplet thermally in-
duced by the laser beam. Under these conditions, a steady
rotational (RS), uniform motion of the diffraction pattern
was first observed. The number of rings in the pattern re-
mained constant and a tenuous blur rotating shadow around
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the bright central spot and superposed on the ring pattern
was also observed. For a higher AC voltage, the rotation
can be followed with the naked eye and produces a region
of maximum contrast (MCR) where the intensity is a min-
imum in comparison with the surrounding fringes. In our
experiment these regimes occurred for well-defined thresh-
old values of the beam’s power, the frequency and amplitude
of the AC field [13]. In Ref. 12 we also suggested a pre-
liminary theoretical model which identifies the motion of the
orientation domains with kink solutions of the orientational
equation. In this work we examine a different feature of
the same observations, namely, the possibility that the above-
mentioned dynamical regimes of the diffraction pattern may
exhibit chaotic behavior. We address this issue by determin-
ing the Lyapunov exponents directly from an experimental
time series [1], rather than by analyzing the equations of mo-
tion of the system.

2. Experimental Set up

In our experiment we used a homeotropically aligned nematic
film of a mixture of nematic E7 (EM industries) doped with
0.5% of R4 dye. This film was sandwiched between two
ITO glass plates coated with lecithin. A cw argon laser
beam, linearly polarized at 514 nm, was normally incident
on a cell 24 µm thick. The beam had a Gaussian transverse
profile and was focused on the sample with a convergent lens
(f = 100 mm) which produced a beam waist of (27.4± 0.4)
µm at the focal plane where the sample was positioned. The
input power was controlled by using a half wave plate and a
linear polarizer. Using a waveform generator (DS 340 - Stan-
ford Research Systems), a 1 kHz low frequency sinusoidal
electrical AC field was also applied across the plates and it
was amplified to achieve a maximum value of Vrms = 20V .
This photoinduced reorientation produced a diffraction pat-
tern which was projected on a screen placed in the far field,
1800 mm away from the sample. It was possible to observe
the sequence of dynamic regimes with the naked eye, but they
were also recorded with a ccd camera [12]. The central point
of the screen was coincident with the centre of the diffraction
pattern. A series of holes with a 2 mm diameter and sepa-
rated 10 mm, were horizontally displayed off the center of
the screen. A photodetector (Newport 818UV ) was placed
behind one of the holes at a distance of 30 mm from

FIGURE 1. Experimental setup. HWP: half wave plate; P: linear
polarizer, BS: beam splitter; L: convergent lens (f = 100mm); S:
liquid crystal sample; Sc: screen; WFG: wave function generator;
RD: reference detector; SD: signal detector; AC: adquisition com-
puter.

the center of the screen, where it was possible to obtain
a suitable contrast for the time series adquisition. A com-
puter, connected to the photodetector by GPIB, acquired a
time series of 1023 points with a capture rate of one point
per 43.4 ms and with a typical 0.5% error from the detector.
A second photodectror (Thorlabs PDA 50) was also used to
monitor the laser signal. In Fig. 1 the experimental setup is
displayed.

3. Experimental Results

The first step of the experiment was to measure the intensity
of the beam requiered to reorient the sample by placing it in
the absence of an AC field, in the focal plane and to scan
the power of the laser. At 5.88 mW (≈ 5× 105 mW/cm2)
a pattern of sharply defined rings appears in the vicinity of
the central spot of the laser. We interpret this part of the
spectrum as produced by the isotropic droplet induced by
the large absorption of the dye and the heating effect of the
beam. This conjecture may indeed be verified by performing
a pump-probe experiment, which shows that this is indeed
the case and that the diameter of the droplet was 21.89µm at
7.13mW [12]. Away from the central spot, the pattern con-
sisted of thicker, blurry rings and the MCR region.

In the second step of the experiment the beam’s power
was increased and kept for the rest of the experiment
at 15.5 mW and intensity measurements were taken for
different AC applied voltages. The lowest applied volt-
age was Vrms = 11.81 V and it was increased in steps of
∆Vrms ≈ 0.25 V until the highest value Vrms = 19.44 V
was reached. To avoid extreme heating in the sample, its ex-
posure to the laser beam was controlled by using a shutter
(Newport 845). The data acquisition was made during 60 sec
of beam exposure, while 10 sec of rest time for the sample
during the acquisition series was allowed for.

Within the covered range of AC voltages, it was pos-
sible to identify three regimes, one static (S) and two dy-
namic ones, denoted as Stable (ST ) and Unstable (U ). The
S regime occurred from Vrms = 11.81 V to Vrms = 13.65
V and no change in the ring pattern was observed. In the in-
terval from Vrms = 13.91 V to Vrms = 15.51 V, the regime
ST appeared. The number of rings remained constant and a
tenuous blur rotating shadow around the bright central spot
and superimposed on the ring pattern was observed rotating
counterclockwise. For voltages higher than Vrms = 15.73 V,
the U regime set in. The shadow became sharper, the most
inner rings were deformed and the motion of the pattern be-
came irregular. Using the acquired time series, I(t), the three
regimes were characterized in terms of the Fourier transform
of their data, F [I(t)]. The S regime only showed noise, the
ST regime exhibits one single frequency and its harmonics,
while the U regime presented two or more frequencies. In
ST the frequency of the pattern’s rotation presents a linear
behavior with respect to the applied voltage with values rang-
ing from υ = 1.15 Hz for Vrms = 13.91 V, until υ = 1.32 Hz
for Vrms = 15.51 V. This effect can present a hysteresis be-
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havior for the scanning voltages. The values of voltage men-
tioned above correspond to the third voltage scan, starting at
Vrms = 11.81 V, where the system reached a reproducible
response for the applied rms voltages.

The different time series were normalized with respect to
the average of all the measured intensity values (I(t)/ 〈I(t)〉)
and are shown in Fig. 2 for the three cases. In this fig-
ure, 10 sec exposition time series for each regime are shown.
For the applied voltage Vrms = 12.07 V, the S regime
is present and only fluctuations (∼ 1%) are noted. For
Vrms = 14.41 V the ST regime sets in and it is easy to ob-
serve oscillations (∼ 8%) in the signal with a frequency of
ν = 1.2 Hz. Finally, for Vrms = 17.03 V, in the U regime,
the oscillations are stronger (∼ 18%) without a characteristic
frequency. It is worth mentioning that the laser was suffi-
ciently stable so that its intensity fluctuations did not produce
significant changes in the time series.

A qualitative method for distinguishing between chaotic
and periodic behavior is to examine the power spectrum P (f)
of a signal I(t), given by P (f) = |F [I(t)]|2 with

F [I(t)] ≡
+∞∫

−∞
I(t)e−i2πftdt.

The power spectrum of a periodic signal consists only of dis-
cretes lines of the corresponding frequencies, whereas for a
signal associated with chaotic behavior, it is completely ape-
riodic with no dominant frequencies in P (f) and with broad-
ened spectral lines mostly located at low frequencies [14].
Fig. 3 shows the power spectrum of the time series for
Vrms = 14.41 V (stable case) and Vrms = 17.03 V (un-
stable case). For the stable case one single frequency can be
identified, whereas for the unstable one it is easy to distin-
guish five peaks of significant frequencies.

FIGURE 2. Time series of the static regime (a), Vrms = 12.07 V,
and the two dynamic ones, stable (b), Vrms = 14.41 V, and un-
stable (c), Vrms = 17.03 V, in terms of the normalized intensity.

FIGURE 3. Power Spectrum of the time series for stable (a) -
Vrms = 14.41 V and unstable (b) - Vrms = 17.03 V cases.

4. Results and Discussion

These experimental time series were used to study the dy-
namic behavior of the system by estimating the Lyapunov
exponents using the algorithm developed by Wolf et al. [1].
The Lyapunov exponents measure the rate at which the sys-
tem’s processes create or destroy information. They are de-
fined as the long time average exponential rates of divergence
of nearby states. The signs of the Lyapunov exponents pro-
vide a qualitative picture of the dynamics of the system, while
their magnitude quantifies the sensitivity of the system to the
initial conditions. The ith one-dimensional Lyapunov expo-
nent is defined in terms of the ellipsoidal principal axis pi(t)
of an infinitesinal n-ellipsoid of initial conditions in the n-
dimensional phase space [1]

λi = lim
t→∞

1
t

log2

pi(t)
pi(0)

. (1)

When λ1 (most rapidly expanding axis) is positive, the
time series has at least one positive Lyapunov exponent and
the series is chaotic. In contrast, when λ1 ≤ 0, the time se-
ries is a regular motion process. For continuous systems these
exponents are expressed in bits of information per second. If
a system has at least one positive Lyapunov exponent, it is
chaotic; the larger the positive exponent is, the more chaotic
the system becomes. Thus, the Lyapunov exponents are an
important tool for studying chaotic systems and they describe
how a small change in the state of a system can grow at an
exponential rate and, eventually, dominate its behavior. In
this paper, the largest Lyapunov exponent λ1 is calculated as
a measure of the chaotic behavior of the nematic film.

The software containing the Wolf et al. algorithm is di-
vided into two programs, namely, a database generator called
BASGEN and a fixed evolution time called FET. BASGEN,
which generates a database that is used by FET to determine
the closest points (nearest neighbors) to any specific point.
FET calculates the average exponential rate of divergence of
short segments of the reconstructed orbit.

Rev. Mex. Fı́s. S 52 (5) (2006) 45–50
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There are several parameters that must be specified in or-
der to use these programs. Furthermore, the absolute value
of λ1 turns out to be very sensitive to the values of parame-
ters such as the embedding dimension m, the number of data
points N , the number of steps in the sampling period and
especially the delay time L. The parameters for BASGEN
were m, the delay time L and the grid resolution ires. For
the FET program, the time step of the sampling period, the
evolution time (evolve), the minimum separation at replace-
ment (dismin) and the maximum orientation error (thmax),
besides the maximum separation at replacement (dismax),
were chosen as parameters. It must be pointed out that, when
a replacement is decided on, all points whose distance from
the point maintained is less than dismin, are rejected. It
should also be noted that the grid resolution refers to the fact
that BASGEN places the reconstructed data into a grid of di-
mension m, with a resolution of ires cells/side. This grid is
used by FET to efficiently find the nearest neighbors to any
point.

In contrast to a theoretical approach where, at least in
principle, all the Lyapunov exponents may be determined,
with experimental data only the largest Lyapunov exponent
λ1 may be determined by using the algorithm of Wolf et
al. For this reason, in addition to the Lyapunov exponent,
another important quantity that should be analysed is the
correlation dimension χ. This quantity has been used as a
characteristic of strange attractors which has proven to be
very useful in distinguishing between deterministic chaos and
stochastic processes. More specifically, the importance of χ
lies in the fact that for deterministic chaos there exists an
underlying order and χ is a measure of the efficiency with
which the variables take up space in various dimensions. For
stochastic processes, χ varies linearly with increasing phase-
space dimension D without reaching a saturation value; in
contrast, for deterministic chaos, the value of χ levels off af-
ter a certain value of D [16]. The correlation dimension is
defined as [14]

χ ≡ lim
r→0

log C(r)
log r

, (2)

where r is the radius of a D-dimensional sphere and C(r) is
the integral correlation,

C(r) ≡ lim
N→∞

1
N2

N∑

i,j=1

H (r− ‖ Ii − Ij ‖) , i 6= j, (3)

where H denotes the Heaviside step function, N is the num-
ber of points in the time series and ‖ Ii−Ij ‖ is the Euclidean
norm [15]. The norm ‖ Ii − Ij ‖ is determined from the dy-
namics of the time series. The delay time L is simply the
data aquisition interval between the experimental points nec-
essary for constructing a phase plane I(t) vs. I(t+(m−1)L),
and it is a critical parameter in determining the correlation di-
mension χ. In this sense, the optimal value of m represents
the number of dynamical variables requiered to construct a
phase portrait. Running the algorithm for different values of
m yields the curve λ1 vs. m shown in Fig. 4. This means that

it is sufficient to choose three dynamic variables to construct
the phase portrait. Moreover, although there is no universal
criterion to determine L, we choose L = 2 as the optimal
value of L to analyze the experimental data in order to deter-
mine the correlation dimension.

Recent works discuss different methods for determining
the best delay time to be used. For instance, Rosenstein
et al. [17] develop a computationally efficient approach by
choosing L so that it quantifies the reconstruction expansion
from the identity line of the embedding space. This repre-
sents a simple, geometrical framework for choosing the best
value for the delay time L. In our case, the best value of de-
lay time was calculated from the plot of the largest Lyapunov
exponent λ1 vs. the embedding dimension m. To optimize L,
we choose m = 3 and run the algorithm to obtain the curve
shown in the inset of Fig. 4. This curve exhibits a saturation
value at m = 3, in the sense that for larger values of m there
is no further change in λ1 and the minimum value L = 2
represents the value for which λ1 remains invariant during
changes in L. The fact that the embedding dimension m is
equal to 3 means that it will be possible to create a model for
the observed phenomenon with at least 3 dynamic differential
equations.

To determine χ there are several procedures such as that
proposed by Grassberger and Procaccia [18], or the Parker
and Chua algorithm [19]. In this work we have used Parker
and Chua’s algorithm [19] to determine χ. We found that
χ = 0.83, which is a real value for a fractal dimension. Ad-
ditional calculations were carried out for checking variations
in the value of χ and we always found values of χ within the
range 0.79− 0.84, all of which are compatible with the value
χ = 0.83, indicating thus a kind of saturated behavior. In Fig.
5, the variation of χ with m is shown. The value of m, in both
cases, was varied from 1 to 5. For the determination of the
Lyapunov exponent, we used the parameters: L = 1,

FIGURE 4. Lyapunov exponent λ1 (a) and correlation dimension
χ (b) as a function of the embedding dimension m.
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FIGURE 5. Lyapunov exponents calculated by the algorithm of
Wolf [1] for the two dynamic regimes.

FIGURE 6. Phase portraits of the time series for stable (a) -
Vrms = 14.41V and ustable (b) - Vrms = 17.03 V cases. Time
delay parameter of 86.8ms.

ires = 30, evolve = 4, dismin = 0.0001, dismax = 20%.
This value of the correlation dimension χ confirms that in-
deed, the dynamic behavior of the diffraction pattern exhibits
deterministic chaos [18].

After determining the best values for the algorithm devel-
oped by Wolf et al. [1] (m=3, L=2, ires=30). evolve = 4,
dismin = 0.0001, dismax = 20%, thmax = 30), the Lya-
punov exponents were determinated for all time series where
a dymanical regime was present, i.e., from VRMS = 13.91 V
to VRMS = 19.43 V, the results are presented in Fig. 5. The
value VRMS = 15.62 V was defined as the border value for
the two regimes, since it is the average of the last value where
the ST regime (VRMS = 15.51 V) appeared, and the value
where the unstable regime (VRMS = 15.73 V) sets in. In the
ST regime, almost all the Lyapunov exponents are positive
but very close to zero, while for the U regime the Lyapunov
exponents are much larger and seem to have a linear growth
with the applied voltage. For the change from ST to U , λ1

rises in about one order of magnitude. However, since all

Lyapunov exponents are positive, this seems to indicate that
the chaotic behavior is present in both regimes, ST and U ,
i.e. even for the very regular ST rotation regime. To clarify
whether if this is indeed the case, it is convenient to verify
that the relation between the Lyapunov dimension (DL) and
the correlation dimension (CL) DL < CL holds [19]. The
Lyapunov dimension is given by [20]

DL = j +
∑N

i=1 λi

|λj+1| , (4)

where j is the largest Lyapunov exponent. This expression al-
lows us to say that, despite the absence of negative values in
the stable rotation regime, the value of DL is not greater than
the correlation dimension CL and therefore, the inequality is
fulfilled.

One way to check the above-mentioned behavior is by
using new coordinates that can be reconstructed by means of
the new time delay embedding technique. In order to rep-
resent the corresponding phase portrait, the normalized in-
tensity I(t) is represented in the new X axis, whereas the
normalized intensity I(t + L) is given in the Y axis, L being
the delay parameter. The ensuing phase portrait is shown in
Fig. 6, for Vrms = 14.41 V (stable case) and Vrms = 17.03
V (unstable case). In both cases the same delay parameter 2t
(86.8ms) was used. Note that for the stable case the phase
portrait is ringlike with some fluctuation, but in agreement
with a mono-frequencial phenomenon. This behavior was
observed for all time series in the stable case. For the unsta-
ble case, the phase portrait exhibits a more complex structure
for the attractor with the appearence of some rings. Each
ring introduces a new independent frequency. All time series
in the unstable regime presented complex structure for the at-
tractor. Using this technique it is possible to verify two differ-
ent behaviors in the phase portrait for the stable and unstable
regimes. Since almost all Lyapunov exponents are positive in
the stable regime, but at least one order of magnitude smaller
than the values for the unstable one, we believe that the pres-
ence of noise in the adquisition procedure may be introduc-
ing a very small variation in the measured intensity, and this
could affect the calculation.

5. Conclusions

This work reports a set of experimental results for a dye-
doped crystal film when a light beam and a low frequency
AC field are simultaneously applied. The outcome is the ob-
servation of a thermally-induced nematic-isotropic transition
at the centre of the laser beam generating a thermal isotropic
droplet and a subsequent dynamic rotation of the ring diffrac-
tion pattern. For well-defined ranges of the AC voltage it was
possible to identify three regimes, one static (S) and two dy-
namical ones, stable (ST ) and unstable (U ). The evolution
of the system from ST to U involves rotations of the diffrac-
tion pattern, and it was found that it exhibits chaotic behavior.
More precisely, from the experimental time series of intensity
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versus time and by using the algorithm developed by Wolf
et al. [1], we calculated the values of the largest Lyapunov
exponent (λ1) in the stable regime (ST ) and the correlation
dimension χ.

The determined values of λ1 indicate chaotic behavior for
the unstable regime (U ). Furthermore, from the calculated
values of the correlation dimension, it was possible to iden-
tify this behavior as deterministic chaos. The fact that the
optimal value of the embedding dimension m turned out to
be equal to 3 means that it will be possible to create a model
for the observed phenomenon with at least 3 dynamic differ-
ential equations.

From the time series analysis of the stable regime, Fig. 2,
we had observed that a second harmonic signal appears in
the power spectrum when the voltage is further increased to
reach the unstable regime. The position of this second peak
is close to the double frequency of the original peak, a fea-
ture that suggests that the system follows a route to the chaos
through period doubling.

On the theoretical side, we have no theretical model to ex-
plain the chaotic behavior described above. But for some of
the deterministic features of the phenomena described in the
ST regime, we have proposed a preliminary but fully non-
linear model [12]. The basic idea is that the existence of a
nematic-isotropic interface, which separates a tilted nematic
state from the isotropic droplet, suggests that an order electric

polarization is induced. Actually, it is precisely the competi-
tion between this order polarization and the AC field which
leads to an unbalanced torque which produces the rotation of
the pattern. Building upon this idea, and since the different
phases correspond to different tilted director orientations, it
is suggested that the system splits into two domains each of
which corresponds to stable states of the nonlinear dynam-
ical orientational equation. They are separated by moving
walls which are identified with kink solutions. The model
predicts a theoretical angular velocity of ω = 3.1Hz, which
is in quite good agreement with the experimental value of
ω = 2.53Hz for the ST regime. Clearly, further experi-
mental measurements (which are currently in progress) are
needed in order to extend the model to the U regime or to the
chaotic domain. However, this preliminary analysis suggests
that the proposed picture of thermally induced tilted nematic
domains surrounding the isotropic droplet is a plausible phys-
ical model
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